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Abstract: Germanium selenide (GeSe) nanosheets are 
stable and inexpensive and considered to have a great 
potential for photovoltaic applications, however we have 
demonstrated that GeSe nanosheets are also promising 
for sensing technology, in this paper. By spin-coating the 
GeSe nanosheets on the surface of noble metal (Au), we 
have obtained a surface plasmon resonance (SPR) sen-
sor with significantly enhanced sensitivity, and the per-
formance of the sensor is closely related to the thickness 
of the GeSe film. By detecting different refractive index 
solutions, we have obtained the optimized sensitivity with 
3581.2  nm/RIU (which is nearly 80% improvement com-
pared to traditional SPR sensors) and figure of merit with 
14.37 RIU−1. Moreover, the proposed SPR sensor was vastly 
superior in sensing Pb2+ heavy metal ions after coating it 
with chitosan and GeSe composite. A maximum sensitiv-
ity of 30.38 nm/μg/l has been verified, which is nearly six 
times better than that of conventional SPR sensor. Our 
results demonstrated that GeSe nanosheets overlayer with 
modified SPR sensor has its great potential in heavy metal 
detection and chemical-specific molecular identification.

Keywords: germanium selenide; surface plasmon reso-
nance sensor; sensitivity; Pb2+ heavy metal ions.

1   Introduction
In recent years, researches on sensing applications using 
some superior two-dimensional (2D) materials, such as 
graphene, black phosphorus (BP), and transition metal 
dichalcogenides (TMDCs), have gained widespread atten-
tion [1–3], because of their unique electronic and optical 
properties [4, 5]. In addition to these 2D materials, germa-
nium selenide (GeSe), a novel layered semiconductor 2D 
material located in the fourth group, is also commonly 
applied in a range of important fields such as electronic 
devices, photodetectors, and sensor chips due to its 
strong absorption of visible light [6–8], high stability, and 
extremely narrow band gap [9]. 2D GeSe has both direct 
and indirect band gaps, and the direct band gap of a single 
GeSe layer is about 1.15 eV [10]. Based on the quantum con-
finement effect, it can be found that when the thickness of 
2D GeSe increases continuously, its band gap gradually 
decreases, thus forming an electronic property depend-
ing on the thickness relationship of the material, resulting 
in an excellent anisotropic characteristic [11]. Therefore, 
it is attempted to apply few-layer of GeSe as sensing chip 
in sensing detection technology as the specific research 
of 2D GeSe in sensing technology is rare, which needs 
further exploration.

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) is a collective vibra-
tion of free charge along the interface between the metal 
layer and dielectric under the excitation of incident light 
in transverse magnetic (TM) mode [12], and the condition 
of the resonance is that the wave vector of SPPs matches 
to that of the evanescent wave. SPR sensing technology 
offers significant advantages in detecting the interac-
tion of tiny analytes by virtue of the small changes of the 
refractive index within the sensing layer surface [13, 14], 
including free labeling of analytes, real-time monitoring of 
the reaction state of analytes, and low cost [15]. Generally, 
SPR sensors are divided into two structures, Kretschmann 
and Otto configurations [16], while Kretschmann config-
uration is more widely used. The simplest Kretschmann 
configuration consists of a coupling prism, a metal film in 
the middle layer, and a sensing medium at the bottom, in 
which the metal film is selected according to the desired 
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resonance in the reflection spectrum. A gold film is con-
sidered as the most suitable choice due to the strong anti-
oxidant capacity, great optical properties and chemical 
stability [17]. However, the gold films still have a series 
of limitations, such as poor compatibility and adsorp-
tion of gold film with biomolecules [18], resulting in low 
detection sensitivity, especially for some traces of small 
 molecular analytes with low concentration.

In order to solve the above problems that restricts the 
enhancement of sensor sensitivity, biomolecular recogni-
tion elements (BRE) covering the metal layer, graphene, 
topological insulator, and other 2D materials [19] are 
applied to enhance the bonding affinity of the detected 
analytes, which greatly improves the sensitivity of SPR 
sensors. In consequence, we have considered covering 
GeSe nanosheet on the gold film that is directly contact-
ing the sensing interface analytes to more quickly sense 
the change of the refractive index of the contact area.

In this study, we have done the numerical simulation 
first and indicated that the GeSe film can enhance the sen-
sitivity significantly. Then the outstanding sensing perfor-
mance was discussed experimentally. First, we studied 
the effect of GeSe nanosheets’ thickness on the sensitivity 
enhancement of SPR sensor, where the thickness of GeSe 
overlayer is controlled by spin-coating time of the GeSe 
nanosheets. The prepared structure was used to detect a 
series of solutions with different refractive indices. It was 
found that with the increase in GeSe thickness, the sen-
sitivity of wavelength modulation can reach a maximum 
value of 3581.2 nm/RIU at four times spin-coating, which 
was near 80% higher than that of traditional SPR senor 
covered only with gold film. To clearly illustrate the supe-
rior performance of the proposed sensor with high sen-
sitivity, we took advantage of it to detect the different 
concentration of lead ions (Pb2+).

Excessive heavy metal ions cause serious health 
hazards to human such as affecting the functions of 
central nervous system, endocrine glands, immune 
system, and bones [20, 21]. According to International 
Medical Standards, the lead ion content in normal 
human blood should be less than 100 μg/l. The detection 
methods in tracing lead ions below this standard value 
usually include atomic absorption spectroscopy [22–24], 
inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy [25, 26], 
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy [27], and polar-
ography [28]. However, due to the limitations of high 
cost, complicated sample preparation, and long detec-
tion time, we intended to detect lead ions with SPR sensor 
based on GeSe and chitosan mixture nanomaterial, in 
which chitosan is an abundant organic polymer with 
strong absorption capacity for heavy metals. The final 

results showed that the GeSe-chitosan SPR senor has a 
significant enhancement in detection sensitivity, spectral 
resolution and detection limit for lead ions  comparing 
with traditional SPR sensors

2   Experiment

2.1   Materials and reagents

The concentration of GeSe alcohol aqueous solution 
(Nanjing, Muke Nano Technology Co., Ltd.) used in the 
experiment is 0.1 mg/ml and its nanosheet size is about 
50–200 nm. Deacetylation was carried out by dissolving 
0.40 g of chitin (Shanghai, Macklin) with medium mole-
cular size into 50 ml of 1% acetic acid solution (Shanghai,  
Aladdin), followed by crosslinking modification with 
0.05  g of glutaraldehyde (Shanghai, Sigma-Aldrich) to 
finally obtain a desired chitosan solution at room temper-
ature. The lead ions standard solution with a concentra-
tion of 1 μg/l (Ruiqi, Shanghai) was continuously diluted 
to 0.2 μg/l, 0.4 μg/l, 0.6 μg/l, and 0.8 μg/l, respectively to 
obtain four different concentrations of diluted lead ions 
solution. An ethylene glycol solution (Shanghai, Aladdin) 
having RI of 1.333, 1.3384, 1.347, 1.3536, and 1.3605  was 
 prepared by using an Abbe refractometer.

2.2   Preparation of sensor films and optical 
characterization instrument

BK7 Dove prism (Da Heng Optical-GCL-030602, China) 
with a refractive index of 1.5151 at the bottom of the 
Kretschmann structure was cleaned with acetone solution 
before the experiment, and the gold film (the thickness is 
near 50 nm) adhered to the extremely thin chromium (Cr, 
5 nm) layer was firmly covered by matching liquid on the 
coupling prism. Then, a thin layer of GeSe and chitosan 
were formed on the surface of gold film by spin coating 
technique (Schwan technology, USA) at a spin speed of 
600 rpm for one minute with approximately 0.6 ml of solu-
tion on the substrate. Before starting the experiment, the 
prepared sensor chip was allowed to stand at room tem-
perature for three hours so that the aqueous alcohol solu-
tion was completely evaporated. In addition, the prepared 
solution was centrifuged with an ultrasonic instrument 
for half-an-hour to make the distribution more uniform. 
The Raman spectroscopy measurements were performed 
by using the Raman system (HORIBA JY LabRAM HR 
Evolution). The cross-section images of GeSe nanosheets 
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were detected by scanning electronic microscope (Supra 
55 Sapphire, Carl ZEISS, Germany).

2.3   SPR experimental set-up

The experimental optical path structure of the SPR 
sensor is shown in Figure 1. A multicolor wide beam 
is emitted from the Tungsten Halogen source (Ocean 
 Optical-HL-2000, America) (wavelength ranging from 
300 to 1000 nm) and formed into a focusing collimation 
transmission light with transverse magnetic (TM) mode 
through a polarizer and a focusing prism. Next, the 
incident beam from one side of BK7 prism is coupled 
with another prism to excite SPPs, and the reflected 
light on the other side is collected and analyzed by 
the spectrometer through optical fiber transmission 
(Ocean  Optical-P200-2-UV-VIS, America). The experi-
ment adopts a wavelength-interrogated sensing detec-
tion method. By dropping an appropriate amount of the 
analyte onto the surface of sensor chip, it is possible 
to clearly observe the apparent absorption peak of the 
obtained reflection spectrum. With the change of the 
RI in analyte, the position of the resonant wavelength 
also changes in which the wavelength shifts describe 
the sensitive performance of the sensor. All steps are 
carried out under laboratory conditions (temperature 
22°C, humidity 50%).

3   Results and discussion
Before our experiment, we did the numerical simulation 
on the schematic diagram of Figure 1. In this structure, 

light enters the Dove prism horizontally, hence we cal-

culated the incident angle 
BKn λ

−  °θ = ° +   
1

7

sin45
( )

45 sin  at the 

interface gold and Dove prism by Snell’s law, where nBK7 
(λ) is the refractive index of BK7 prism. The optical con-
stants of BK7 Dove prism, Cr, and Au can be obtained from 
the experimental measurement [29–31]. The optical con-
stants of GeSe monolayer are given in references [32, 33]. 
For calculating the reflection intensity of the TM-polarized 
light of the configuration, we employed the N-layer trans-
fer matrix method [34].

We defined the performance of the sensor by calcu-
lating several common parameters: sensitivity (S) and the 
figure of merit (FOM), with S = Δλ/Δn and FOM = S/FWHM, 
where FWHM is the full width at half maximum. As shown 
in Figure 2A and B, the reflectance with respect to the 
wavelength for the conditions of only single Au film and 
Au-GeSe film when the refractive index of sensing medium 
(ns) is 1.33, 1.34, 1.35 and 1.36, respectively. We can obtain 
the resonance wavelength shift from that and calculate 
the FWHM as 65 nm and 145 nm at ns = 1.33. In Figure 2C, 
we plotted the fitting curve for the resonance wavelength 
with respect to the refractive index of sensing medium, the 
linear slope showing the sensitivity are 2560 nm/RIU for 
single Au film and 3450  nm/RIU for Au + GeSe structure, 
besides, the FOM are 39.38/RIU and 23.79/RIU, respectively. 
This indicates that the GeSe film can enhance the sensitiv-
ity significantly. Figure 2D plotted the electric field distri-
bution of the TM polarized light (with the wavelength of 
633 nm) of the proposed structure, |E0| represents the elec-
tric intensity in prism. The evanescent normalized electric 
intensity reached the maximum of 15.869, 18.187, 20.378 
and 22.912 at the interface of GeSe and sensing medium for 
ns = 1.33, 1.34, 1.35 and 1.36, respectively. This means GeSe 
film can improve the electric field intensity, as well as the 
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Figure 1: Experimental set-up for SPR sensor technique.
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enhancement of the SPPs excitation [35]. Moreover, the 
evanescent electric field in the sensing medium decreases 
exponentially. Thanks to the maximum intensity at the 
interface of GeSe/sensing medium and the increase in the 
evanescent depth in the analyte medium will maximize  
the sensitivity of the sensor [36, 37].

To verify that GeSe film can enhance the performance 
of the SPR sensor, we have done related experiments.

Since the thickness of the layered GeSe nanosheets 
covered on the gold film is a variable for the optimiza-
tion of the sensor performance, we achieved this goal 
by different number of spin coatings in the experiment. 
The Raman scattering spectrum of GeSe nanosheets is 
depicted in Figure 3 for describing structural estimations. 
The excitation source wavelength of the Raman micro-
scope is 532  nm. The excitation peaks B3g and Ag

3 of the 
two different modes correspond to 151 cm−1 and 188 cm−1, 
respectively, which is consistent with previous studies [1, 
33]. A scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of GeSe 
nanosheets overlying a gold film is presented in Figure 4, 
depicting the surface topography of the spin-coating 
layered material over the gold film and the GeSe thickness 
in the cross-sectional direction. According to the effect of 

the sensing performance enhancement during the experi-
ment, GeSe was repeatedly spin-coated for five times, and 
the uniform thicknesses of the cross section (as shown 
in Figure  4) were 141.7, 216.7, 286.1, 321.7, and 379.6  nm, 
respectively. Moreover, GeSe nanosheets with different 
thickness have a huge impact on the experimental results.

The first part of the experiment is the sensing detection 
of the volume refractive index with five different refractive 
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index solutions. The reflectance curves of the sensor based 
on GeSe nanosheets with different thicknesses are shown 
in Figure 5, where Figure 5A is a reference group con-
taining only gold film. It is obvious that the wavelength 
position corresponding to the excited resonance peak 
gradually moves towards the larger wavelength range with 
the increase of GeSe nanosheets thickness. The maximum 
peak wavelength shifts at the same changes in refractive 
index are near 55.8, 73.2, 77.6, 90.9, 100.2, and 71.7  nm 
for the different spinning times. Therefore, it is demon-
strated that the proposed sensor has a high sensitivity in 
the wavelength-integrated mode due to the larger shifts of 
peak wavelength. We can estimate that four times coating 
has the maximum sensitivity. In addition, the minimum 
reflectance values of the reflection spectrum are gradually 
increased and the SPR peaks become wider, eventually 
obtaining a larger value of FWHM.

In order to analyze more intuitively, the SPR sensor 
sensitivity enhancement relationship based on GeSe 

nanosheets in a certain refractive index (RI) range, a 
series of linear fitting curves can be observed in the SPR 
resonant wavelength shift amount with respect to the RI 
at different GeSe thickness in Figure 6. It can be found 
that these linear fitting curves can perfectly represent 
the moving tendency of the resonance wavelength in a 
RI region, and the linear correlation coefficients R2 are 
0.9942, 0.9937, 0.9923, 0.9941, 0.9976, and 0.9877 succes-
sively, as the numbers of spin coating times increasing 
from 0 to 5, which reveals that there is a perfect linear 
relationship between resonance wavelength and RI of 
the sensing layer. According to the definition of sensitiv-
ity S = Δλ/Δn, the slope of the linear fitting curve can be 
known as the sensitivity value when taking different GeSe 
thickness, in which the sensitivities are 1995.7, 2597.3, 
2818.5, 3192.3, 3581.3, and 2677.4  nm/RIU in turn. There-
fore, it can be confirmed that the sensor sensitivity first 
increases and then decreases with increasing the number 
of GeSe spin coating times.
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Figure 4: The scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of GeSe nanosheets.
(A) The GeSe surface topography of the presented SPR sensor. SEM images of GeSe nanosheets cross section with different spin coating 
times for (B) one; (C) two; (D) three; (E) four; (F) five.
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As shown in Figure 7A, the maximum enhancement 
of sensitivity can be achieved as 3581.2  nm/RIU for four 
times spin coating of GeSe, which is increased by near 
80% compared to the control group without spin coating, 
demonstrating the superior sensitive performance of the 
proposed sensor. In addition to sensitivity parameters, 
FWHM and figure of merit (FOM) are also important 
parameters to reflect sensor quality. Figure 7B,D illus-
trates the variation of FWHM (at the curve of ns = 1.333) 
and FOM at different GeSe spin coating times from 0 to 
5. As the GeSe thickness increases, the resonance gradu-
ally broadens, resulting in a larger FWHM value. FOM is 
usually expressed by the ration of sensitivity to FWHM, 
which generally shows a large drop under the condition of 
increasing the times of spin coating.

Next, we applied the GeSe nanosheets modified SPR 
sensor to detect trace lead ions (Pb2+) due to its excel-
lent sensitivity performance. The time of spin coating 
with highest sensitivity obtained earlier is selected as 
the optimal spin coating times for the GeSe and chitosan 
mixed solution. To completely absorb Pb2+ in the detection, 
it is better to have a full reaction time of 5 to 10 minutes 
for the sensor chip and heavy metal ions. Figure 8 shows 
the reflection curves for Pb2+ detection with different 
concentrations ranging from 0 μg/l to 0.8 μg/l by two 
different SPR sensor structures, namely the Au-chitosan 

structure and the Au-GeSe-chitosan structure. As shown 
in Figure  8A, the SPR sensor with only spin-coated chi-
tosan has a small range of resonance wavelength shifts 
with the increase of Pb2+ concentration, which reflects the 
insufficient sensitivity and the low detection resolution. 
On the contrary, our proposed SPR sensor with GeSe can 
detect the small changes of Pb2+concentrations, as shown 
in Figure 8B. Obviously, with the changes in Pb2+ concen-
tration, the measured reflection spectrum becomes wider, 
and the corresponding resonance wavelength has a larger 
amount of movement.

Similar to refractive index sensitivity, concentration 
sensitivity can be defined as S = Δλ/Δc, where Δc is the 
change in concentration of lead ions. Figure 9 has com-
pared the resonance wavelength shifts and sensitivity 
of two SPR sensors based on Au-chitosan and Au-GeSe-
chitosan at different Pb2+ concentration changing from 
0.20 μg/l to 0.80 μg/l. When Pb2+ concentration reaches 
0.80 μg/l, the resonance wavelength shifts based on Au-
chitosan and Au-GeSe-chitosan SPR sensors are 3.937 nm, 
and 24.305 nm, respectively, in which the latter is about 
six times as much as the former. Therefore, the impor-
tance of GeSe overlayer for the sensitivity of SPR sensor is 
verified, and the maximum sensitivity with 30.38 nm/μg/l 
has been obtained, which is much higher than the con-
ventional SPR sensor covered with chitosan.
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Figure 9: A comparison diagram of sensor performance.
(A) The resonance wavelength shifts and (B) detection sensitivity of the Au-chitosan based sensor with Pb2+ concentration changing 
from 0.20 μg/l to 0.80 μg/l. (C) The resonance wavelength shifts and (D) sensitivity of the Au-GeSe-chitosan based sensor with Pb2+ 
concentration changing from 0.20 μg/l to 0.80 μg/l.

Table 1: Comparison of the latest literatures of the enhancing methods for SPR sensing performance.

Ref.   Enhancement strategy   Analyte   Maximum 
sensitivity

  FOM 
(1/RIU)

[38]   Au + WS2   RI solutions   2459.3 nm/RIU  13.23
[39]   Au + MoS2   RI solutions   2793.5 nm/RIU  11.94
[40]   Au +  graphene oxide   RI solutions   2715.1 nm/RIU  19.53
This work   Au + GeSe   RI solutions

Pb2+ solutions
  3581.2 nm/RIU 

30.38 nm/μg/l
  14.37
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Finally, in order to compare with other coatings, we have 
listed some literatures about  wavelength-interrogation 
SPR sensors based on different coatings, as shown in 
Table 1, which we observed that the highest sensitivity is 
achieved in this work.

4   Conclusions
In this study we have proposed a significantly enhanced 
sensitivity SPR sensor by using GeSe nanosheets. Firstly, 
the numerical simulation indicates that the GeSe film can 
enhance the sensitivity significantly. Then we detected five 
different refractive index solutions, and we illustrated the 
relativity between the performance of the sensor and the 
spinning time of 2D materials as well as the increased thick-
ness of GeSe film experimentally. The results showed that 
the wavelength-interrogation sensitivity can be reached to 
3581.2 nm/RIU (nearly 80% improvement compared to tra-
ditional SPR sensors) and figure of merit with 14.37 RIU−1 
for the fourth time spin coating. Moreover, the resonance 
wavelength has a linear dependent coefficient of 99.76% in 
detecting the different refractive index of ns ranging from 
1.3330 to 1.3605. Finally, we tried the experiment of sensing 
Pb2+ heavy metals with the proposed sensor, the maximum 
sensitivity with 30.38 nm/μg/l has been achieved, which 
is nearly six times better than that the conventional SPR 
sensor. Our results indicated that SPR sensor modified by 
GeSe overlayer has the potential in heavy metal detection 
and chemical-specific molecular identification.
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